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Local Chapter Fifth Tourney Operation Featured By PreRushed Meds;
Rampant
Is Honored Plans
Novel
Ideas
Gavel Members

Barn Dance
Draws Near

Frosh Frames
Full Year

Select Committees
Now Active

Mendel Mixer Is
Scheduled For
FridayEve

Z— Boo

NationalEditor Visits
Seattle Knights

The Mendel Club will hold

Hikers 'In Dark' its
annual fall mixer tomorrow
evening. Operations will cenPlans for the fifth annual High
ter on Richard Ross, who will
Selected as an orchestra
on an unexpected visit School Forensic Tournament are As Guiding Sun
edi- being rushed to a finish and the
be the victim for the removal
popular with collegians, the to Seattle
of the Round
feel that this tournament Sets On Group
of spare parts at the hands of
president, Audition committee this week of the Intercollegiate Knights, ex- will
Earl La
all
those
held
before
"Doctor" Berard and "Docchose "The Commodores" to
called the first
his interest in the growth
the College.
Buhr and
order play at S. C.'s annual Barn
an
of the Freshman Class
the
and
tor"
Richardson. They will be
are
chairmen S. C. hikers
headed for
To Assist

Arriving

College, Roy Wise,
Table, magazine sponsors
Riviere,
surpass
organized meeting
pressed
by
Tony
encouraged
to
of
college
co
Mary Doherty
again
Friday
activity
last
noon. The other offi- Oance,
increase in the
of the local for the event, but they will as- j|
Sunday,
October
25th.
The
comthe
hills
last
Oct. 13, and assisted by several nurses
cers, Phil Lucid, vice president;
chapter. Mr. Wise is from the Law
many duties by the I|returned reporting one of the most from the ranks of the Mendel
sisted
in
their
Beri Berridge, secretary; Guy mittee who made the selection Chapter of Cheney Normal.
exciting trips so far. About 40
Trotter, treasurer, and Joe Swarva, deluded Betty McCarthy, Ted The bi-monthly meeting will be members of the Gavel Club.
This tournament is one of the hikers made this trip, which was organization. The time will
arms,
sergeant at
tonight at which will be de- most important activities sponassumed their Mitchell
Lake Melakwa, near Snoqual- be at intermission for the enand Tom Brennan. held
new posts for the first time.
cided the date of the announcement pond in the year. Through it many ii
A distance of five miles up tertainment of all present.
"We're going to work together Last week the Freshman became .for application into the member- students from, various Catholic mie.
rocky steep trail was trudged by
a
success,"
organized
Wigand make this class a
an
class and with their ship of the Knights of the
Besides all that, the melodious
high schools in the state are given jthe mountaineers before they
said Earl. "After the Barn Dance, aid actual plans for the dance have wam.
IIan opportunity to become acquaint- reached their destination, where rhythm of Sid Woody's orchestra,
always pleased the col■which is our biggest project at progressed rapidly. The newly- The Knights wish to extend their ed with our progressive institution.
for lunch and which has
present, we're planning lots of ac- elected president. Earl La Riviere, congratulations to the Freshman The tournament is essentially a !time out was taken
before, will really
lege
crowd
refreshment,
some
rest. After this
appointed Dorothy Philips as co- Class for the systematic manner college function, although
tivities."
enjoy their
make
the
maidens
the of the more ambitious and enerchairman for the dance.
An activities board will be
in which their elections were held, Gavel Club is usually entrusted getic membersof the party scouted dancing between nine o'clock and
pointed from class members to] Ticket sales began yesterday jand the interest which was aroused
with sponsoring it because of its off on extra side trips on the sur- the hour of midnight.
draw up plans for coming events. under the direction of Tony Buhr by the active campaigning of the knowledge of debating technique. rounding
mountain sides. In fact, The old K. of C. hall will absoEvery Freshman will have a and Earl La Riviere and the price nominees.
Chairman Buhr says: "At least]!some scouted to such extendeddis- lutely bloom with unaccustomed
chance to express his ideas and is $1.00 a couple. Tickets can be It is the wish of the Knights fourteen high schools are going to tances
that when the shades of decorations and appropriate lightparticipate in committees. The bought from them or from any of that all of the students corepresented in the tournament. twilight began to darken the ing.
be
class is going to be a group or- the following: sophomores: Peggy operate in the crossing of the Ihope that everyone who is helpmountain peaks, they were still The Mixing Bowl guided by the
ganization.
Rebhahn, Mary Agnes Sullivan, street at Madison and Broadway. Iing in its sponsoring will fully trying to scout their way back.
"Fork and Spoon" committee have
Plans for the Barn Dance were Mary Ann White, Mary Lucid, This matter is of importance to realize his duty, and will conscisome unusual ideas for the call
trip
hurried
to
However,
I
after
a
expla ined and discussed. The Betty Ann Noonan, Ruth Brock the college and those concerned entiously work
for its success. The North Bend to pick up lights to and tag dances. There will be two
Freshmen are determined in their and Bob Dempsey; freshmen: Phil with it.
[tournament is one of the best guide those hikers who were "in Iboys' tag dances and one lady's
efforts to make this affair out- j Lucid, Betty Weil, Terry Kidd and
means for advertising the College, the dark" about the whole thing, tag, which will be supplemented
standing. Students volunteeredIj Veronica McHugh.
and we must make it a success! all turned out happily as they ar- by a group of number and match
eagerly to assist on the decoration The tickets are shaped like barns
dances.
rived safely back at the truck.
and program committees.
with doors that actually open.
You can buy your tickets from
next
now
meeting
adjourned
The
was
with These unique tickets were designed
Plans for the
hike are
being made, and all details will be anyone of the Mendel Club's mema final reminder to make the Barn by George Roberts. Thd* actual
bers for the minimum price.
Dance go over and thus make the work of cutting them was done The Mother's Club presented its
announced later.
Freshman Class go over.
Choose your partners and come
by Freshmen girls headed by the first social activity of the school
to the Mixer, where the small sum
co-chairman, Dorothy Philips. They year, Thursday, in the D.A.R. hall,|
of 35 cents you can dance, laugh,
are Joan Larson, Anne Murphy, when mothers of senior students
and meet people, and in general
Lois Ruddy, Jean Bedoin, Edith at Seattle College and Seattle Hear Ye! Hear Ye! Announcing
1
have fun.
Strauss, Mary Beeson and Helen Preparatory High School enter- the first meeting of the Silver
Remember, fellows, the barn
Panattoni.
tained with a bridge luncheon.
Scroll, woman's honorary, Thurs;
dance is but a week away. Now is
Mrs. Reuben Tarte was chair- day, October 17, at eight p. m.
Transportation can be arranged
your last chance.
by applying to Bill Powers, Dick man of the affair, and was assisted
for the Silver Scroll dance
Mesdames Leo Falloon, Charles
November 30 are to be under
|Walsh or Jim Christenson. Any- by
one who has room for extra cou- Zeyen, L. J. Carrol, Joseph Conley,
By
If music whispers to your feet
John Gill and W. P. Hudson.
ples is also asked to see them.
of presidents at the K. C. noons, you will know
'hird
in
the
rank
A committee from the Mother's
BETTIEKUMHERA
Mary Williams is in charge of
Miss Eileen Mcßride who will that Bill Porter is forming our
'publicity and' John Acheson will Club is actively cooperating in the
side, aided by Miss Nadine Gub- long awaited dance band, the Sedo all the art work. They will be College drive, under the chairman- bins, secretary and treasurer.
attle College Sophisticates.
While whipping- up the steps of assisted by Ed Craig and Guy ship of Mrs. A. Sauvain.
Remaining members in the sothe K. C. in a manner quite unPresent officers of the Mother's ciety are Betty Germer, Nadine The six or eight piece band will
befitting, we were skidded to a
Club
are: Mrs. G. Runnels, presi- Gubbins, Mary Morgan, EileenMc- play either sweet or red hot but
Lucy Savage and "Beri" Berti will not combine the two.
stop by a brawny individual who ridge,
dent;
Mrs. R. Tarte, first viceco-chairman for the decoraBride and Iris Logan. Moderator Still short a drummer and sec- i "The Senior Class Skating Party
grabbed us by the arm and stuck
president;
Stapleton,
Mrs.
W.
secwas such an outstanding financial
committee,
tions
would like to see
is Dr. Helen Werby.
before our eyes a fistful of what, anyone
ond vice-president; Mrs. R. Reed, Stipulations for membership in ond sax, the band shapes up ten- success that we'll be able to pay
stalks,
who
can
corn
get
appeared to be tickets.
tatively with Lois Ruddy at the j off the deficit left from the Junior
'colored autumn leaves and other secretary, and Mrs. J. Sneeringer, the Silver Scroll are that a girl piano,
Fred Young playing the jj Prom of last year," stated Joe
He leered at us in a friendly suitable decorations. In the work treasurer.
grades
must have a "B" average in
saxaphone, John McKay or,|McMurray, president of the class.
sort of a way and letting loose a of decorating the hall, they will be
The monthly meeting of the
alto
and 17 activity points.
deep baritone chuckle that remind- assisted by
Club will take place on Purposes of this club are to give Teresa Byer on the accordian and:I "We wish to thank all the students
the following commit- Mother's
' who came to the party and had
trumpeting.
friend,
Thursday,
ed us of Dracula's best
he tee:
November 7.
recognition to those students who Bill Partie
The band will do its own arrang- fun and helped us."
murmured
"Mendel club mixer, Sophomores: Al Burke, Mary
have taken part in school func- ing and plans to use the original
you know
you goin'?"
Alice Geyer, Florida Perri, Marytions while attending the College arrangement of a medley of So- The Senior Class will hold its
We relaxed then, because we lyn Savage, Tom Ward, Betty Saland to denote honorable standing phisticated Swing and "In The next meeting at 12:10 on Tuesday,
knew that, like his brother pre- get, Marge Mockley, Marylouise
October 22, in Room C. All Seniors
in extra-curricular activities.
Mood" as a theme song.
meds, he was quite harmless. In Masenga, Don Nelson; freshmen:
should plan to attend.
A maximum number of fifteen
fact we knew that one once who Pat Cramer, Pat King, Kay Mayer,
women may belong to the Society
was quite human.
Bernice Gaffney, Shirlee Roy, Lil- The S.C. Glee Club consisting of and any alumnae who were once
"W h y certainly," w e beamed lian Zucco, Mary Beeson, Babs 12 1 22 members under the apt direc- members of the Silver Scroll have
! tion of Mr. Aklin is working very the privilege of attending the
back, "everybody's going."n g." At Cordey and Pat Law.
whichhe let out a roar of content- According to Dick Bammert, the [hard on many difficult and beau- meetings, though they may not
ment which filled us with suffi- sophomore co-chairman, the dancselections. Among the new hold office or vote. Any woman
cient momentum to fly up the ing- classes are large and the pupils music are several operatic ex- faculty member may be invited to
three flights of stairs in exactly show great improvement. These j cerpts including the Waltz Song join as an honorary member. For- Sodality officers by election and
lessons are under the supervision;from Faust, humorous selections, merly the group was composed of appointment were installed at an The first important step to be
three and one-half seconds.
But honestly, the Mendel club of Mrs. Marie Leonard, Dean of and more than one A Cappella Senior girls only, but this year impressive ceremony at the last taken in the reorganization of the
Women,
are strictly private. number of sacred character. When nine Junior girls are being invited Sodality meeting, held Tuesday Drama Guild was announced with
members promise to have skulls, DorothyandPhilips,
Freshman co- jthe Glee Club makes its first ap- to pledge.
operating tables
evening, October 15, at 8 p. m., m the drawing up of a new constitueven knives chairman,
says: "The barn dance ,pearance before the Student Body
at home tomorrow night. In fact
This constitution will be comthe Providence auditorium. Benethey are going to relax completely is certain to be a great success meetings, the students are sure to
held, and Fr. Peron- pleted in a few days and will then
was
diction
help and cooperation of enjoy an interesting and varied
teau, moderator, delivered a short be put to the vote of the members
and give us a dance which they with the
I
of the Guild at a future meeting.
claim will be even better than all. Plans are being made; com- iprogram.
This week marks the big drive talk.
their mixer of last spring
which mittees formed. Now it's every- On Monday evening, Oct. 14, the ' for the Barn Dance. The Sopho- The newly elected officers are! Also tentative plans call for preis promising a lot! Mixer starts one's turn to do their part. Get new S.C. male quartet made its mores, under Chairman Dick Bam- the following: Bill Moran, presi- senting a play everymonth for the
at nine
Sid Woody's orchestra. your dates now, and secure those initial performance at Providence mert, have lined up all the details. dent; Bettie Kumhera, vice-presi- entire Student Body besides their
tickets for the Frosh-Soph Barn Hospital, where it was very en- Now, along
How is your blood pressure?
with the Freshmen, dent; Ruth Brock, secretary;Larry annual productions. At its own
*
Dance TODAY!"
thusiastically received.
they are going into action to make McDonell, treasurer. The appointed meetings the Guild will present
Sad, but true, all good things
the dance the biggest social event officers are Florida- Perri, Lor- several authorities on dramatics
must come to an end
of the year.
rayne Eisen, Tom Anderson and whi will give talks.
so it is
The next meeting will he WednesLucy Savage, chairman of dec- Dick Bammert.
with "Guff by Pett," the brainorations, and Tony Buhr, chairman A social hour of dancing fol- day evening, Oct. 2H. A skit, "Polchild column of Bill Pettinger. Last
ishing Henry," will be presented
week he wrote his last column. We
of tickets, have their committees lowed the meeting.
and afterwards there will be an
are not writing an epitaph (Bill
under way.
hour of dancing.
will be glad to hear this), we are
The Sophomore class will meet
merely mourning the passing of
on Friday at 12:10 in Room 6 to
one of the wittiest pieces of writdiscuss the complete arrangements
Any girl who has not
for the dance.
ing the Spectator ever gave a
tor
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Trees, Shrubs Uprooted
Students Wonder;

NOTICE

Building Maybe?

double column.
Of course it is really not as bad
as all that. Bill, as editor of the During the past few days,
crews of boys have been busily engaged
1941 Aegis, will begin working in rooting away
in Father Nichol's "sunken garden." At least, we
earnest on the book, and no longer|
thought they were just rooting, but upon approaching Father Nichols
has any time to Guff. We hope
that when the book is published we discovered that these boys were busy transplanting trees. Th*
he will survive to resume his fa- reason why? To make room for the new building. The second, or
miliar ramblings. Incidentally, Bill inner row of trees is being moved out to the edge of the grounds :
is the individual with those vivid, so that the construction of the new building can go ahead without j
crimson suspenders. They say it (the destruction of Father Nichol's carefully nurtured trees and shrubs. \
runs in the family.*
Eventually, and here again we quote Father Nichols, "the whole bank
on
the west and north sides will be covered with shrubbery
trees." j
We were walking down the hall Aside from this reason as to why the trees are being and
moved, we
one day (as we sometimes have a
habit of doing) when we heard could get no further information on the plans for our new Seattle !
College building. All plans are jealously guarded and shrouded ;
the fateful date of October 16th
mentioned. Two co-eds in plaid in secrecy. We could get no comments from anyone they just
skirts were leaning against a cou- "won't talk." But, they hinted, wait until next week. Then, all will
ple of walls with the soulful "oh- be told. So we are anxiously waiting for next week and the news
why- did- this- have- to- happen- that will be forthcoming. The next issue of the Spectator will carry
to-us" expressions on their colle- the story of the plans for the building, down to the minutest detail
giate countenances.
than we can wring from our informers. Watch for the story, and if
you hear anything before we do, rush in and let us know.
(Continued on Page 4)

'
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ACCOUNTANTS
Senior students planning
to graduate with a major
in accounting please see Mr.
Weimer concerning their
thesis yet this month. In
Room 34 (K.C.)

J

—

'

JUDICIAL BOARD
Judicial Board examinations will be held Tuesday
at 12:20 in Room Y. If you
are unable to take the examination at this time see
Al Plachta to arrange for
another date.

registered with the Dean of
Women must do so immediately.
liules for Women Students
( 1) Leave on school
nights, including Sundays,
10:30 p.m.
(2) Leave on every Friday and Saturday night, 2
a.m.
(3) Leave for every big
Seattle College dance, 2:30
a.m.
It is hoped that Women
Students both in and out of
the city will observe these
regulations, and that their
parents will cooperate.

Alumni Association
Becomes Active

President of the Seattle College
I Alumni Association, Mr. Thomas
Duffy, announces that pursuant to
:the decision of the Alumni all students who graduated from Seattle
Preparatory school up to the year
1 1931 and all who attended the
College proper up to that time

will be included in the Association. Graduates of Seattle College
Isince 1931 are already members.
Complete lists of all former
students and graduates are now
being compiled from dusty files
and old class books.
The Alpha Sigma Nu, men's honorary society will soon publish the
Ifirst issue of the Alumni News,
thus becoming active not only in
.school activities but also in Alumni activities.
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Gregor MacGregor
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Feature Editor
News Editor
Sports Editor
NEWS STAFF— Roscoe Balch, Dick Banimert, Ed Craig, Pat Cramer,
Abner DeFelice, Mary Doherty, B. J. Dunham, Ann Gallagher, Bill
Hermann, Patricia King, Catherine Mayer. Tom McKane, Catherine
McHale, Frances McGuire, Ted Mitchell, Bill Moffat, Mary Ellen
Nachtsheim, Louise Smythe, Rosemary Weil. Mary Williams, Mary

Reviews & Previews
By Ted Mitchell

GUFF

By

PETT

"As IRemember Him," the biography of R. S. by Hans
—
Zinsser. Biographies are either good or bad this is one of
the very best. It is mainly so because of the ability of HanS Due to his position as Editor of Aegis, Bill Pettinger will no
Zinsser to present with salty wit and refreshing insight the longer be able to carry on his witty, well-liked "Guff by Pott"
problems and qualities of his subject. But its charm lies in
more than the language which holds your attention. The This is the story of Joe Klump, who like you and me hated to get
person who is being written about, the R. S., is not another up on Monday morning, had his favorite brand of cigarette and, like
you and me had his very own, but not always private opinion on the
person. He is the writer himself.

"

SHORT STORY

With never failing interest and third term issue. Joe Klump, you see, was just an ordinary guy
Bill Kelly, William Pettinger, Betty Kunhera, Ed
many laughs, the reader follows except one thing, but herein lies our story
the realistic story of the life of Joe if one were to listen to Joe had been working hard for the
rien, Larry McDonnell, Ted Mitchell.
Schweitzer, Bob Dempthis unusual person through some past year; oh, of course things were a lot easier now that he had
PORTS— BiII Berridge, Jack Beasley, Doc
of the most opposite reminiscences. learned the ropes. Any job, said Joe, was easy if you knew the ropes.
Burke, Ray Sneeringer
Joe English. Jack Terhar. Al Cramer,
Oanzini,
Lucy Savage, Ida
Without regard to order R. S. Then, too, wasn't he giving a speech at the banquet tonight? Not
YPISTS— Muriel Carlson, Mary
speaks of his earliest childhood many
ry Alice Geyer, Ann Betts.
fellows who had only been working here a year would give
and the childhood of his patents. speech tonight, anyway,
BUSINESS STAFF
a
that's what Joe said. Take tall Henry
He then discusses his mature
Business Manager
Collins,
instance,
Ted Blanchette
for
he
had
the
whole third floor under his supervision
thoughts
religion
on
and then his
Advertunng Manager
By
Larry
McDonnell
Eberharter
probably
and
he
wouldn't
even
an introduction. You had to be a
get
Joe
romantic adventures. After this
...Exchange Ed.tor
Mary Alice Geyer
specialty
man,
you
had
to
work
hard
and know the ropes. Anyway,
college
of
life
at
changing'
history
This
the
his
world! Even HolCirculation Manager ly-wood
Peggy Rebhahn
sap."
the
His
said.
rising
of
that's what Joe
reflects the uneasiness of and "the
Beaudoin, Anne Murphy.
AD STAFF Dorothy Phillips, Jeanne
these troubled times. The latest conclusions and philosophies are Yes sir, he had been working here only a year and in that time
twist in mystery pictures is really -by no means disjointed, however. he'd handled every important job except for the time he smashed his
startling. The other day a current Because of his mother, R. S. feels finger in July. Why "shucks," they had to get a man from out of
CttUf ftWUm KtpnmmtaHvN.Y.
movie was recommended to us, a great deal of sympathy for the state to tie up the Bill Baker case. That made Joe feel pretty good
NIW- YORK.
4SO Madison AY«.
so taking advantage of the mat- Catholic Church but departs from inside, anyway, that's what Joe said.
tomn Lei mml" »«■ »»■«■■«"
ciiicmo
inee rates, we decided to give it this subject into what he calls a
No. 4 a play. We timed our arrival in "discussion of religion quite devoid He had a pretty good speech for the banquet tonight, he would tell
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1940
VOL. VIII.
with some of the biggest boys in the
order to come in at the beginning of philosophical values." For a pic- about his successful work
bragging, no sir, you had to be good to swing
wouldn'tbe
through
eyes
country;
ture
of
our
times
the
it
and
strode
feature,
of the main
EDITORIAL
blightly in, expecting to get out of one capable to interpret what men like that. Sure, somebody else could do it too, but not with
they see, read "As IRemember the speed and accuracy that counted so much in any business. Joe had
starving to death.
Yesterday was "M" Day. The Burke-Wadsworth without
Him.
blundered',
we
But someone had
that speed and accuracy. Anyway, that's what Joe said.
* * »
Presiby
the
signed
and
erroneously
informed,
Oh, that banquet was a great occasion. They enjoyed his speech,
bill,
being
after
had
been
service
selective
here
we
were
in
the
middle
of
the
pretty good inside. He liked it especially
records are always good and it made him feel
dent a month ago, yesterday became a reality and feature picture. Muttering threats toThe bestto
when
as
he
told them that his success was all due to
they
laughed
thing
but the real
listen
we followed
16 million men are now potential members of the of an investigation,
Lionel his knowing the ropes. Yes they sure laughed at that. Best of
that
much
better.
just
is
the usher down to the third row. Hampton and his million-dollar
something
all he liked the introduction the boss gave him, it went
lited States military service. Of this group, it is We know our rights though
playsaid.
they
proved
that when
band
like this. Anyway that's what Joe
soon as she left, we sneaked ed in town this last week. With "Introducing Joe Klump, the newest and most efficient man we
pected that approximately 400,000 will be drafted so as to
center
back
the
of the theater such colored stars as Lee Young,
take pleasure in giving you, Klump, the best
into a one-year's period of training by January.
and broke out our box of popcorn. who taught Mickey Rooney to play have, and Ias warden
He knows the ropes."
the
states.
hangman
in
When the last half of the pic- drums, and Ray Beckett, one of
Relatively speaking, the draft will not, as yet, se- ture
pretty
good inside. Anyway, that's what Joe said.
feel
made
Joe
over,
came
to
see
was
It
we
the finest trombones in the counmen
number
of
"B")
part
of the try, the famous Benny Goodman
the other (or
riously affect the College. The total
program began. This was one of "vibe" and drum star, sent some
only
beto
will
amount
to be selected from Seattle
those classics they put more or of the finest most solid swing mutogether in four or five days
eligible
those
less
With
thousand.
to
twelve
eight
tween
sic these ears have ever heard.
without overtime. As this
most
(a
and
portion of the Junior
masterpiece unreeled, one of the
the College
actually
characters was murdered by one to formula so far, you understand.
class)
of
them
will
only
a
few
the Senior
and now you'll see what
of half a dozen suspects, any of But
we mean
.as it turned out, he
guilty.
One
might
whom
have
been
report.
requested
to
be
(Continued from Last Week)
By BILL KELLY
of these suspects was the regular was the murderer! Rather revolua
for
all
Though
hardly
provision
bill
has
what?
tionary,
had
motive
and
Burke-Wadsworth
he
decoy
Before the suspense simply kills
opportunity, and he even looked cricket. We even saw the picture Yesterday, all over the country, you, Iwill continue. We left the
liege and university students whereby anyone who like
sure.
And
it
again
to make
a murder. So, f course, the over
millions of American youths happy throng awaiting breakfast
same way the secs signed up and is taking a course to the end of the customers automatically checked happened theMakes
to the local registrar's which has been unavoidably deone stop and tramped
ond time!
lists.
him
off
their
to
submit their names in tained for a week. That convenoffice
academic year, shall, upon request, be deferred from Now it's been strictly according think, doesn't it?
the military drive which has tional dish of ham and eggs was
seized the U. S. This day is com- brought in. The eggs looked so
induction into service until the end of the academic
parable to the "M" day of the alive that with one hand Iheld
year.
first World War. In fact, this thetn and the other hand I ate
any,
step
few,
lose
if
of universal conscription is them. The ham, no, Tyrone Power
will
words,
College
Seattle
other
thing to war into which wasn't there, had its points bu
the
closest
our nation has entered. We are I
couldn't see them. Coffeeremind
dents at this time. We are thankful for that probest
interests.
told
it
is
for
our
it
ed
me of an unsuccessful chemistry
may
because
*
*
*
ision in the selective service act. Not
boldly asking fo
experiment.Upon
McClelland combination suffered from the
concern us personally, but because we feel that a The Nan Standish-Bill
Some agree with the principles a biscuit the hostess bounced m
Knights' teamwork at the Senior skating party— Well, Bill didn't of conscription; others oppose one. Believe me, the meal was ac
group of students, properly and efficiently trained in
may it be un- tually so scanty that it was dread
Signs of something or other: Telephone calls from them. First of all,
anyway
derstood, the law establishing con- ful to think what they wouldfee<
a great variety of subjects, will do much more good to like it
Jack Terhar has in his possession one scription has been approved. Be- a midget. A trifle more than like
Honolulu— Guess Who?
the nation than if they were drafted untrained to fit
cause it is now legal, we must ly, mind you, he would probabl
to Saturday's game. Interviews will be given Friday after- back it; we must enforce it. The eat through a very small straw.
free
ticket
medical,cleriin
certain specific and important duties
it was so ho
the Spectator office. Qualifications for interview: Bhe must democracy to which we belong In the forenoon
that the water1 on my knee wa
the
concencal, scientific, and a multitude of other duties con- noon in
undivided
in
must
be
The fact that Kathleen Binet and
be blond and have a telephone
trationof its interests in this ven- boiling. We all decided to go swim
nected with the modern army.
ming, but when Isaw the hostes
swapped goos and coos from their respective baby car- ture.
Kruse
Chuck
* * *
in a suit my only suggestion wa
Our one desire is this: If you are called, don't be- riages has nothing to do with the present. At least that is what two
to have each one swim for fiftee
We are a united democracy. If
grudge the fact. Give your time and services willing
insisted on div
don't know who told Bill Powers that we make a law, let us keep it. If minutes shifts. She
hoping
people
other
are
We
Climbing up the ladder wa
ly. That willingness will repay you and your country engagement ring is worn on the right hand. Anyway, Bill, it isn't we find the law unnecessary or ing.
surely going .to be a five yea
an
unwise, let us repeal the law. We plan, so
a hundredfold. It's worth it.
I thought seriously o
to
will
have
And Bob Irvine fears that he
have the right to do so.. But in emptying the pool with an eye
and the field is clear
player (with any event a law must be followed, dropper
while she was in the mids
get "outa town" if a certain barrel-chested St. Martin's
lest, like prohibition, it becomes of her federal project. Before lon
has
a
premises
Spectator
issue,
the
around
these
ever
comes
shoulder)
his
On the back page of this
hairs
on
blond
Apply to conscription.
* " *
the top had been reached and ther
Riley he is farcical.
line-up of merchants and dealers who have seen fit to Bill Berard is interested in the fighting Irish these days,
she stood, three of the nicest kid
coming
to
the
We
Americonscription.
Back to
Lorayne Eisen is talking a purely platonic friendinto
I have ever seen, she posed, am
publish advertising. The list is small now and problaugh of the week:the cans may ask ourselves if this in- down she came like a ballon bar
Best
he,
Ray?
isn't
platonic
is
college.
He
stitution of conscription is ethical. rage. Iwas so happy for mysel
ably will remain comparatively small for some time two feuding
Co-eds of S.T. As one wise masculine wit said, "To feud It is doubtful. Conscription drafts that the process of emptying th
to come. But, while it is small, it is growing. Like is rude."
men unwillingly for potential war. swimming pool hadn't been under
That
is not moral. But take the taken because she did such a won
good
parents
any child, its welfare is dependent upon
other side. The most peaceful man derful job herself. Events movec
in the world is attacked by a mur- swiftly but our hostess didn't.
who foster it in its weak stages and nurse it along to
will
be
held
derer; won't that man take a gun
operation
public
a
We dressed for dinner. Chicke
maturity.
and use it? Self defense is only was on the menu for the evenin
child
are
parents
of this
natural.
and I smartly asked, with a si
In this case the appointed
* * *
The
grin, and at the same time chalk
managers.
advertising
the Spectator's business and
Well, we may be considered as ing one up on her husband's bal<
withthreatened
with attack from for- head, when they were going t
along
get
cannot
one
parenthood,
real
Just as in
eign powers. We may as well face kill it. The hostess gave me a very
out another; the one is dependent on the other. Withthe music and prepare for war, mean look and that, added to th
should it come. We are not being one Ialready had gave me two
would
be
advertising,
child,
the
parnership
out this
forced to fight for an oligarchy, The bags under her husband'
have,
long
at
form.
Fine.
We
Germany; we are asked to fight eyes must have been bothering him
in
some
one
as
deficient
our democracy which we help because when Iwent to pass th
for
been
finally
has
cooperation
last, a system whereby
to run for ourselves. The penalty dressing he thought my hand wa
for evasion should not be imprison- a piece of bread and he spreai
achieved.
Will be held
ment or fine. It should be the butter all over it. Apologizing h
have,
must
Now, there is one more thing this child
deprivation of citizenship and de- scraped it off along with the firs
at
18th
Friday,
October
Self defense is a right- layer of my skin. The dessert wa
portation.
godparchild's
as
this
being
and that might be stated
motive
for the indi- next. It was jello; Idrank mine
eous
Sid Woody's Orchestra vidual or forwhether
K. C. Hall
nation. If a man The chicken bones were the only
ents. In other words, after the child has reached a
the
35c
Adm
From 9:00 to 12:00
does not believe enough in a prin- item left on the table. They, when
point where its parents have provided bountifully for
ciple to wish to help defend it, he ably taken care of by me, were
should not be allowed the use of thrown to the dogs who threw
it, we, the student body, must take it up from there
them right back at me. Excusing
that principle.
** *
and see that that advertising is patronized.
myself, Idecided to draw a bath
"There'll be draft dodgers; there and then go to bed, so taking out
"Make our advertisers College conscious" is the slowell.
be office jobs in the army. my oil paintings Idrew one of
you
KNOW
dance
will
you
when
Only
gan adopted by our business staff and one that you,
with me being a sucker the nicest baths you have ever
you
To
heck
give
Instruction in our classes will
M
and walking around in muddy seen.
a student, should put over.
complete confidence
trenches. I'd take Elliott R.s com- Leaving was unpleasant; as a
NEW CLASS THURSDAY
Our advertisers have been wary of us. They seem R
mission any day." With the above matter of fact, the hostess was
Isympathize. Their arguments are crying. Little did Iknow that she
button up their pocketbooks at the mention of S. C.
COLLEGE GROUP FRIDAY, 7:30 P. M.
all too true and forceful. But the had a onion in her handkerchief.
nut ion and Practice
JQ /^K\vC Vdvanctd, H:HO P. M. lusttypes
answer is age old: If Johnny does When Iraised my hand to wava
And, for the moment now at hand, let's go out and HK
Saturday
Children's Clauses all
something bad, is that a reason for good-bye a piece of Bilver-ware
those who advertise in this issue that it was worth
CHRISTENSEN'S
you to follow suit? It all depends dropped out but they purposely igh
ne
in
good
faith.
whether you are looking for nored it for her husband had on
money
put
up
that
on
money.
They
eir
CA. 9804
('or. Hroadwa y
(Continued on Page 4)
heaven on earth or in heaven.
Masenga.
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Chieftain Chatter Intramurals
Way
By Bill Berridge
Under
" Open Letter
" Here And There
" Grid Natural

The intramural league will get
under way definitely on Wednesday. If the league is a success
|a varsity team will be selected for
.several games with other schools.
So men, it is up to you as individuals to have a varsity team this

3

SPORTS
Football

BILL BERRIDGE
Editor

Short Shots

Chieftain Chatter

Business Foretells
Football's Decline

MoranDrives
Shuttle Team

News

Huskies Again
Chosen; N. D. To
Continue Wins

Mr. Berridge:
year.
Inthe last two articles of the Spectator you have constantly j
The deadline for the entry of
j
By Ed. Schweitzer
"harped" on the idea of varsity basketball.
'teams
or players is Friday. By
We have always held a deep
Why don't yougive a "plug for some other sport for awhile. teams is meant that a group of
Badminton turnouts are at last feeling for Knute Rockne and the
Personally I'd just as soon see football and baseball at Seat- students can band together and beginning to take on that official synonymity of his name with the
form a team of their own players. look. Turnouts are held daily from gridiron sport.
Well, we are still at it, and just
tle College as basketball.
In order to avoid the confusion|'12 to 2 under the direction of Our position is that football a wee bit mad at Santa Clara, who
W.
of last year an intramural board Coach Dean Moran, who has been would not be charged with various let us down last week end, but
has been selected and all difficul- working hard to get a team in and sundry crimes as it is today then, any of you who are followwill be presented in writing shape.
if the memorable Rockne were ing us rigidly should still be ahead
I
would be only too glad to see other sports at Seattle Col- ties
to this board by the team captain. So far a big list of hopefuls in- alive. Football has been relegated in money matters.
sport
casaba
is
the
However,
the
je as well as basketball.
Washington vs. O.S.C.
The boardhas laid down several cludes: Genevieve Dore, Edward to a spot where it is merely conly feasible sport at this time.
laws: (1) Every player must play J. Terhar, Mary Cathering Mc- doned for three months of the year Boys and girls, here is a game
Football is out of the question. The expense of a new with the team that he signs up Hale, Helen Brown, Nena Moran, by leading educators. Knute would that anyone who is going to be
unless the captain agrees to Nora Brown, Lorrayne Eisen, Ted have the answer for these men. near Seattle Saturday and has the
building and the lack of a place for turnouts are but two of with
let him go. He must receive a Mitchell, Gwen Welt, Mary Agnes What has happened to the sport price of a ticket should not miss.
reasons for not having a football team.
[written release from the captain Sullivan, Betty Jo Sullivan and which Rutgers and Princeton first It is not only going to develop into
the
Well,
sport
would
like
to
see
that
at
and present it to the board before Gregor MacGregor. Some of these inaugurated upon the field of a dinger of a game, but the final
baseball.
I
As for
team. were regulars last year, and are play? Is it big business of its coast standing might be decided
colege verymuch. However,itmust be admitted that it would he can play for some other
(2) If a team does not have five anxious to get back into the swing own volition or has it been pounced then and there. This is also a game
have a tough time paying for itself. Very few colleges make players at game time they losa by of things.
upon by over-zealous administra- that we hate to pick, but ye olde
baseball pay for itself. It takes a good sized athletic fund default, unless they want to start Shuttles are furnished to the tors of institutions of higher learn- editor says do, so we pick Washwith three or four players. (3) players and the court is one of ing as a means of charging usur- ington to win. This is going to be
to keep this sport up andI'm a little afraid our coffers are a Players
must be signed with a the best in the city.
ious tolls at the turnstiles every so close that everyone in the stasport.
too sparse to back this
team four days before they can
The motto of those organizing sunny Saturday afternoon? We be- dium will be in a cold sweat. WashTrack is out of the question. It has never, and probably play. (4) There will be other addi- the team is "come one, come all" lieve in the sport, and that the in- ington 7, O.S.C. 6.
tions to these rules as the board as the more who turn out the stitutions themselves are to blame.
W.S.C. vs. Stanford
never will draw in the northwest.
stiffer will be the competition.
sees
fit.
We are of the opinion that a Well, if that first game wasn't
standby,
basketball.
that leaves it up to the old
setpoints
are
With this set-up on the fire, next After the finer
great many schools have plunged hard enough on the dopesters, this
HERE AND THERE
Wednesday will see the first game tled and the team ready to go, it into large scale football beyond one will cause much gray hair, and
Today and tomorrow is the last chance to sign for intra- of the intramural league. There will be entered in the city league, their financial means. This means all that goes with it. The two surof Class C, and will have a match ruin. Educators have always been prise teams of the conference, the
Jimmy Wilson, Cincinnati's 41-year-old will be a round robin system
mural basketball
play, that is every team will play each week. This should provide notoriously poor financiers and so two dark horses, are getting toMy all other teams in the league. The those on the fence an incentive with ruin staring them in the face gether, and Saturday night one of
catcher wore 40 feet of tape in the last series game
many schoolshired outsiderstoper- them is going to be beaten. W.S.C.
spy from Oregon sneaked in a report that the Ducks will be team that wins the majority of its to sign up.
form the unsavory task of develop- is particularly hard to beat on its
These high school games will win the first half. A
very stronginbasketball again this year
second half will follow with the unknown.
ing strong teams on a sound fi- own field, but you can't overlook
Isee winners in a play-off at the end The boardhas ironed out all the nancial basis.But how sound? Rob that Stanford defeated of Santa
games are just as exciting as most college games
for
hit- of the season. The winner will re- kinks, so now it's up to the play- the public ? Yes, that is what they Clara. It looks from this corner,
condemning
boy
this
ODea
people
where a lot of
are
proceeded to do.
ceive some special award as yet1 ers to make it a success.
likeStanford in a very hardfought
profess
hard
Those
who
to
know
Prep
so
ting Buhlman of
battle.
Stanford 13, W.S.C. 7.
granting
athletic
believe
in
We
It
say Washington looked weak on offense last Saturday
scholarships and would rather see
Oregon vs. U.S.C.
is this observer's opinion that the Huskies didn't open up.
a man receive reward for prowess U.S.C, despite its two ties, is
in the field of sports than be un- still one of the best teams on the
The Huskies look better every game in the kicking departrewardedfor something that is an coast. They won back a little coast
autumn,
stays
baseball
ment
Football comes and goes each
integral part of our way of life. prestige last Saturday by defeatJoe
just so long but horse raving goes on and on and on
Some colleges reward ball play- ing Illinois. Oregon is going to
English, ski coach reminded this corner that skiing isn't too
ers and then turn around and rob cause some trouble on the coast,
the cash customers at the front but not next Saturday. U.S.C. 14,
By Joe Eberharter
far away and to give his club a "plug" as soon as possible
gates. The common man in the Oregon 0
ground
is "Don't tell me the army is acReport from Multnomah stadium has it that the
U.C.L.A. has been receiving its
street just cannot afford to spend
cepting women recruits," whispered
$2.75 for a ducat. The price does setbacks from some of the best
still shaking from the impetus of Rudy Mucha's tackles.
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Students Stare As Jodphurs
Fill Halls; Riding Class Begun
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TID-BITS

not

sense. If the price of ad- teams on the coast, and from the

one timid frosh to another yestermake
For a town that packs them in in baseball, Seattle is day, as he noted the swarm of
mission was $.50 everybody could Southwest. They are going to do
see a game in the grey bowels of all right for themselves in the
decidedly lackadaisical when it comes to filling a football College women wearing outfits reBy Beosley
conference race. California seems
the stadia around the country.
that of the breeches of
jsembling
stadium.
doughboy. "Gosh, the governOur belief is that they should to have found a little drive, but
jthe
However, all this should be changed this Saturday jment is certainly hard up for man
Fighting Irish
eliminate high salaried personnel, simply hasn't shown anything this
power
Rose
i
I
to
have
to
probable
thing
do a
like
long trips, and in turn reduce the year. U.C.L.A. 20, California 0.
when the Huskies tackle Oregon State with a
Specialists
that, Ithink it's a shame." "Oh,
Gonzaga vs. Portland U.
j
admissions.
invitation as a prize for the winner.
oh, isn't that my date to the Barn
This is the big little game of
Chicago University
Hutchins
of
natural,
this game is it. Both Dance
If ever there was a grid
shucks
now I'llhave
dropped the sport entirely at his the Northwest. Matty Mathews is
ye showed themselves to be strong squads and neither to find someone else, dern the
Hutchins favors the a cagey and smart coach and alYork,
institution.
guys
The wise
of New
anyhow." "Boyoboyoboy, if
draft
intramural method but it has al- ways can give an opponent whom
suffered a conference defeat as yet.
the army is like that now, Uncle Chicago and points west are ready proved a failure at the Chi- he "lays for" a good game. Maybe
They
Sam, here Icome," cried the sec- bemoaning the fact that Notre cago school. Last week forty stu- this is it. Gonzaga on the other
The Beavers will go into the contest as favorites,.
have looked stronger each game and are primed for this ond one as he saw a likely looking Dame has no competition this dents turned out for intramural hand seems to be improving with
(blond in uniform stride down the
"
football at the mid-west school. every game, and should win a very
battle with the Huskies.
year. This column doubts this Undoubtedly,
I'■hall.
Mr. Hutchins does close one. Gonzaga 13, Portland 7.
Washington lost a lot of backers because of the type of However, Bernie O'Brien, dolled because of the fact
every
Idaho vs. Boston College
American youth
not
realize
that
£hat
game they played against Oregon last Saturday. Yet, not up like a real honest frontiersman, team that has the "Fighting are keyed to a very high pitch and The helpless Vandals are really
going to be helpless when they
many seem to stop and realize that the Huskies seldom ij spurs, Bull Durham, Boy Scout Irish" on their schedule point want football to be a part of their meet
this Boston College eleven.
I
uniform and all came up just in
college life.
opened up last week and that each time they did use any-|itime to keep the rash freshman to this game as the one to
Yes, we feel that Knute Rockne The coast is going to receive anfrom giving his all to Uncle. win. They have everything to would have the answer and that other slap on its already wellthing other than straight plays they scored.
reddened
Anyway, the Idaho
"Shucks,
fellers," drools he, in his
game
college
between a
which has j
So it boils down to a
nothing but a game the shifty eyed fellows who have boys willface.
get a nice long train
Western accent, "taint nothin' gain and
on the cash drawers
jbest
eyes
both
game
got
in each
and looked veryj,!but a bunch o' me protegees what to lose. As for the early showthrown everything it's
27, Idaho 0.
would have been relegated to some ride. Boston College
against a club that has opened up in only one iare wanting to learn the art of ings of their competitors are other positions as money changers. Notre Dame vs. Carnegie Tech
Carnegie Tech is always tough,
riding, roping, and rolling their
concerned, they have an easy
especially for Notre Dame, and
'own.
Although
Norman this is one of the outstanding
Both clubs will probably be scored upon with Wash- "See that there redhead, she's schedule. But have you ever shoot at.
ington coming out on top about 14 to 7.
crazy about a certain freshman, heard of a lopsided Notre Isberg only won out in the games of the day. Notre Dame
and wants to
roping, so she Dame, Northwestern game? averages by one yard, he got only showed its varsity lineup for
15 minutes last Saturday. In that
Keep your eyes on this little at the hiking club. I dare you can get him learn up
all
tied
before leap
Portland U. football team. They're to get a basketball team together year is over. And that one over Or Notre Dame, Southern Cal- one kick of seventy-two yards 15 minutes, they ran up 20 points.
going to go places in the near and enter it into the intra-mural there,
she wants to turn her boy ifornia? After seeing what from the line of scrimmage. That, ladies and gentlemen, is
rolling. By Saturday night, Notre
future. Just a small Catholic col- league. And I dare you women friend's Model T in on a horse,
Notre Dame could have done This means that it was at Dame
lege in Portland, Oregon, they are members to back your team by
should still be among the
'cause
the
horse
is
sure
to
be in to Georgia Tech last Saturday least eighty yards from where
rapidly building up a reputation as hiking over to the games and yodel- style
unbeaten and untied. Notre Dame
for
the
Barn
Dance.
for your team.
"being plenty tough.
if the first team had been left tsberg kicked theball to where 14, Carnegie Tech 7.
' ing
Editor's Note: In reality it was "In fact fellers, there are so
canny Matty Matthews at
Fordham vs. Pittsburgh
many signed up, that we are hav- in, this column also believes it was grounded. Johnny MiHere
is another outstanding
c helm, the Pilots are slowly but a swell hike, Ienjoyed it thoroughing a mite o' trouble, there being that although they are going zen is living up to his reputagame, and might develop into the
rely becoming a power in col- ' ly and fully intend to put hiking thirty-five
to
wanting
twenty
ride
lege football.Last year they upset on my sports curriculum.
horses, and it's getting to the place to have the competition, Notre tion of having an educated toe. best in the country next Saturday.
Fordham showed smooth offense
the Beavers from Oregon State as
where we might have to stick Dame will be big enough to In three games he has com- in defeating
-well as running away with mosti
Tulane 20 to 7. Pitt
rumble
seats
couple
on
a
of
the
pleted four conversions and showed great offense in tying S.
overcome the tough ones.
of the games they played against
hay burners."
schools in their own classification.
one field goal out of the same M.U. 7 to 7. We look for Fordham
Just then Katherine McHale
In case your memory is a little j
to win a close one. Fordham 14,
number of tries, which is well Pitt
CorNorthwestern's
Bill
De
cried,
up
my
rushed
"Bernie,
and
hazy this Matty Matthews was DEAR BOSS:
12.
I
boy, do you think this outfit will revant is finally showing just deserving of his title.
coach at the West Seattle Ath- Ireceived your much awaited impress
" "
the horse enough to let why
letic Club a few years back when letter. Idon't know what Iwill
he was the most publithe coast. So both of these
they were the strongest independ- do with that five dollars you sent me get near him?" After being
player in Next Saturday will see two teams have done the impossihigh
cized
school
by
O'Brien,
riding
consoled
master
At
that
ent club in the Northwest.
me. Are you paying your old debts
off determined to be the country. After a rather football games worth remem- ble as far as pre-season pretime he showed what he could do or is this for the rest of the year? she wandered
with good material, and given a Well, I've been moving around firm but polite to dobbin.
sloppy sophomore year he fi- bering. Oneis the Washington- dictions are concerned. Now
chance should prove just as suc- quite a bit lately and can almost "Well, fellers, I've got to leave nally broke through this year,
Oregon State game. This will we shall see which one of the
cessful at Portlandville.
give you my Ail-American team you now, for Imust teach Donna
of
the
five
scoring
Paquin
Green
and
Jeanne
to
three
out
roll
be
the first meeting of two teams is in place to do the
and
a
team
send
upsets
With a few more
but Ihave a better
to
little better material this school you this week. Seeing that winter their own while riding at full gal- touchdowns against Syracuse. serious contenders for the most during the rest of the
lop," gallantly cried our hero as
should soon take its place among is here Ithought Icould pick a
Saturday, on Rose Bowl. Whoever wins this season.
he shoulderedhis trusty six-shooter Then this last
colleges
silly,
" "
Catholic
on
the
team.
sounds
doesn't
top
the
ski
It
coast.
it, but you said IWAS SILLY. and headed for the wide open top of scoring the touchdown one has a chance to go right
These fellows are all football spaces out on Tenth avenue, where that dropped Ohio State from in without much trouble outNorth Carolina showed the
a very nominal fee this ob- players and Imean players. Boy, his protegees awaited anxiously the undefeated ranks by the side of U.S.C.
last Saturday that
country
rer will sell all the aches and would Ihate to announce a game his coming, all either practicing
3,
Correvant
coyboy
quite
swagger
that
with
score
of
6
to
De
the
one
game
highly
The
other
is
the
touted Texas teams
fiß any body may desire. One for this team.
authentic bowed legs or trying to carried the ball thirty two between Stanford and Wash- are not what they are cracked
the perpetrators of a dastard- E Swirczynski Centenary
learn the words equivalent to "go,
ly plot approachedme in the name
E Maliszewski Duquesne
times for an average of three ington State. Both teams have up to be. They won a decisive
stop and shift into second gear."
of the so-called hiking club and T Kysccwski Catholic U
yards
per play. In this game been rated as the underdogs victory over T.C.U. and in so
dared that, as Iam, or was, ed- T Czekalski Manhattan
Northwestern
scored the big- of every one of their coast doing fooled those wise guys
page
that
I
should
G
Sebastenski
sport
itor of the
Fordham
go on one of the hikes and write G Kaczorowaki Columbia
gest upset of the week.
*ames, and Stanford won from again. Finally a Pacific Coast
my impresions. Un wittingly I C Zajowski Temple
" " "
the powerful Santa Clara conference team won an interagreed. Today Iam in no conB Toczylowski Louisiana State
part
body.
any
Washingdition to move
of
B Miedziawowski Drake
After Saturday's
team and Washington State sectional game when Southern
Matt Dannemiller
Iache and Ipain but it still gets B Yushkowßki— N.Y.U.
19th N. & Mercer St. EA. 9838 ton-Oregon game, Dean Mc- tied U.S.C, which has been California bested Illinois 13
worse. But Ilived through it.
B Tyksinski— Holy Crou
Adams really has a mark to "ated as one of the best on to 7.
Regards,ELMER.
Now Iwish to throw a challenge
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Several Trips
To Highlight
Debate Season

VARIED TOPICS
DISCUSSED BY
GAVEL CLUB

from the

CANDID

If you want a real scare why
not try Father Reidy's voice re-

New Officers To
Lead Junior Class

corder and hear your own voice
talk back to you. It's quite an experience. Records are reasonable
and the process is painless. The
Stapelton, president of the
place, Father Reidy's office on the Bill Class,
Junior
has predicted a year
the
C,
third floor of S.
end of
bigger and better activities for
of
(Continued)
i
hall.
the Juniors, climaxed by an outThey say that you never really standing Prom in the Spring.
Commencing with the newly out- March 21, 1719-U**.
just
ain't
"Honestly,
kiddo,
it
know how your voice sounds to Emmet McKillop, vice-president;
Foundations for the most suc- lined activities, the Gavel Club will The next step to our refinement
cessful inter-collegiate debate hold what is expected to be one was the introduction of Italian ac- right! What did we ever do to others until you make a recording. Nora Keavey, secretary; Barbara
season in years are rapidly being of the most interesting meetings tors into our opera; who sung their hoomanity to dezerve such a deal "Ah, yes," replies a gravel-tone Fallon, treasurer, and Gregor Mcconscription .!" sighed the first bass, "and then you wish that you
laid by Mr. Paul Volpe. As last of the year next Wednesday eve- parts in 'their own langGregor, sergeant-at arms, are
and as if wuzn't bad enuf had never known."
"Yeh,
College
teams
from
Seattle
working with Bill on plans for
year,
ning, October 24. Of vital current uage at the same time that our
Honestly, kiddo, it
*
will probably travel to Linrfield, interest, the question which will be countrymen performed theirs in here already!
coming activities. A tentative date
Oregon and other nearby places. debated is "Resolved: That the our native tongue. One would have just ain't right!"
We haven't heard much about has already been set for a mixer.
hope this won't cause a few
Also being considered are tourna- manufacture of armaments and thought it very difficult to haveI We
the
new S. C. band. Not that we're Next Wednesday at 12:10 in
origiments with Gonzaga, at Spokane, munitions should be a government carried on dialogues after this of the weak stronger sex to
rushing things, you understand
Room 6 there will be an important
"Appreciate us while you have
and the trips to British Columbia monopoly." Upholding the affirm- manner without an interpreter be- nateopportunity"
meeting of the Junior Class. AH
"we just can't wait, that's all!
weeks,
or
"Aren't
the
* ♥*
and California.
Juniors are urged to attend.
ative on the issue willbe Bill Mor- tween the persons that conversed we Wonderful" clubs.
Mr. Volpe emphasized the main an and Pat Murphy. Furnishing together; but this was the state j
The
Barn
Dance
looms
nearer
well, if worst comes to worst
requirement for successful varsity Negative opposition in the debate of the English stage for aboutI Oh
co-eds could always charter a and nearer on our social calendar.
we
to
work
willingness
will be the team of Bob Grieves three years. At length the audidebating as a
you seen the programs? Ifi
"Live alone and try to like it" Have
you haven't, then you are indubiand an ability to prepare. "For and Janet Wilson.
ence grew tired of understanding organization.
the sake of the College and At the same meeting Mr. Volpe, half the opera; and therefore to
tably the one person whom the
Speaking of conscription re- the ticket committee
of the individual," he stated, "all jmoderator of the Gavel Club, and,ease themselves entirely of the
missed. Cute
Bill Berridge,
Spring
those with ability should enter into Icoach of debating, will outline for| fatigue of thinking,have so ordered minds us of the trick
and novel, aren't they? The tick- ALL INCOMPLETES of
pulled
on
A.S.S.C,
of
the
pres.
must
be reand
Summer
inter-collegiate debate with en- the members the plans drawn up it at present that the whole opera vice
Quarters
course.
ets,
of
the government. On the 17th, tomoved by October 23. If not rethusiasm and sincerity."
for the inter-collegiate debate is pcrform c d in an unknown day, Bill turned 21. He will prob♥
Imoved by that date they become
tongue. Icannot forbear thinking
season.
ably try to boast that he planned Chairman of the Mendel Mixerjifailures. Special fee for examinahow
naturally
an
historian
who
Maintaining the standards of the
thing himself, but don't just burst into the room asking tions $1. (See Bulletin, Page 8).
writes two or three hundred years the whole you.
Gavel Club in regard to social act- Ihence,
him
fool
let
that we remind all that going stag ALL CHANGES INREGISTRAand does not know the taste
ivities, the organization will also !
Sorry to tell on you, William, is still the rule and not the excep- TION must be made through the
forefathers, will make
his
wise
jof
formulate initial plans for the
following reflections: "In the but a great many people should tion. Why naturally, Mister, nat- Office; otherwise they are invalid.
traditional "Gavel Glide" skating !the
(See Bulletin, Page 7).
beginning of the eighteenth cen- have a great deal of fun today! urally!
I
Tuesday
tentatively
party,
set for
Italian
was
so
tury
tongue
the
evening, Nov. 4.
i well understood in England that
Last evening the Gavel Club !operas were acted on the public
held its regular weekly meeting i stage in that language".
Members of the S. C. Forum are composed of extemporary speech- March 10, 1710-11
expressing much satisfaction at es; subjects veering from the im- Iknow a considerable markettheir success in gaining the serv- plication of the United States in town in which there was a club
ices of Phil Lucid as president; war to the futile statement that oi fat men, that did not come toJohn Deignan, vice
- president; Jane |"Women should be seen and not gether to entertain one another
Marx, secretary treasurer, and ;heard." The announcements of two with sprightliness and wit, but to
Dick Walsh, sergeant-at-arms. Mr. new committees were also made, keep one another in countenance.
Lucid was elected by the Forum Jack Robinson, Ed Craig and Jan- The room where the club met had
members while the other officers net Wilson comprising the mem- two entrances, one by a door of
committee withBillMoran; moderate size, and the other by a
were appointed by Mr. Weimer, bership
Roscoe Balche and Bob Grieves pair of folding doors. If a candidate
the moderator, and Phil Lucid.
On October 15, John Roven, on making up the program commit- for this corpulent club could make
behlaf of the Affirmative, met his tee.
his entrance through the first door,
Negative opponent, Guy Trotter, in The method of choosing those he was looked upon as disqualidebate on "Resolved: That Con- who will represent Seattle College fied but if he stuck in the passage
scription Include the Ages of 18 jlas debaters was also announced. and could not force his way
to 34 Instead of 21 to 35." Roven Trials will be held before the through it, the folding doors were
set up what appeared to be an im- Gavel Club at a date to be an- immediately thrown open for his
pregnable wall of defense but Guy nounced and from these a large reception and he was greeted as
Trotter, calling on his heaviest squad will be picked. An "inner a brother. Ihave heard that this
guns for the responding barrage, circle" of the best debaters will club, though it consisted of but
rocked and in places shattered the then be chosen to defend the fifteen persons, weighed above
school against all others.
affirmative views.
three tons.
Plans are being rapidly formu- j The squad will be open to any- **Then under the Editorship of.
lated, by the members and Jane one who fulfills the requirements Mr. Joseph Addison, since deceasMarx, chairman of the Social Af- and shows the willingness. This ed.
fairs Committee, for an ice skating doesn't necessarily entail a great
party. There will follow later deal of past experiences. Mr.
in the quarter the regular dinner.IVolpe, however, wishes to make it
todance for the members of the clear that each appearance of
group and their friends.
jhopeful varsity debaters at the
you
So pleased is Mr. C. N. Weimer [weekly Gavel Club meetings will
you want
of the club and new officers that show the members'desire to accept
two
he said: "Yes, Iam much pleased the work that is necessary and
have also will aid the prospect in de- "Conga will really get you if
r n a cigarette
with our officers; moreover,I
been made unusually happy by the velop in g the technicalities of you don't watch out," warns Jack
exceptional talent and zest dis- speaking and debating.
Thomas, University student, and
played by our growing memberinstructor at Hollywood Dance
ship. Never in all my experience
Studio, on the 'Avenue.' The Conyou
have Iseen anything to equal the!
ga chain, linking together dancspirit
displayed
fine, exhuberant
are
ers in single file, serpentine fashhere at Seattle College. It is amazion, is destined to make a hit this
ing and we will go a long way in.
ciga"
y° u
y° u
a
:year, Jack believes. "The steps are
success
is
year.
debate this
Our
short, and the mood of the dance
(Continued from Page 2)
really
assured."
rette
is sophisticated. Have all your
rhythm about you, too," Jack, "beAn oratorical contest will be
my shirts. Amidst all this
sponsored by tthe Forum on the one of
are syncopated kicks
■3&;.v.v.v x-v''»a.' nr.rfwi-^fli^'- :: '''■■-■■■■■'
car arrived and cause there
n
::':
:x::--.■:■■■■ :
>.
aD L/ OAbLb
/■* AnI
■■■■■■
evening of November 6th in the embarrasment the
Conga
in
that should be per- CLAKK
the
-^muww -*tayg* i
*^^^^v\
off,
mentally
both
finally
lodge room of the Knights of Co- j Iwas
fectly
timed."
',
,
physically by this time. When
■</ /
VIVIEN LEIGH
\
lumbus hall. This contest is open and
Anita Cannon,also attending the
sight of the city we
to all members of the Forum. It we came in
of
a
new
member
found that traffic had been held University, is
will also act as an Open House up
staff
for quite a time. Anxious to the Hollywood Dance Studio
where friends of the Forum will
Thomas
announces.
fall,
this
Jack
what the trouble was I wanUniversity stuhave a first-hand chance to view know
up, fully three miles to the jAnd fall classes for
the fine work being done by Mr. dered of the disturbance. It seem- |dents are about to be enrolled. Due
Weimer in his first year as di- scene
Tango,Rumed that some young fellow had un- to a popular request, a
rector of the club. A limit of five knowingly
meet for
will
Conga
and
class
ba,
held up traffic, by inspeakers has been set for the evenocently standing on the street the first time October 14th. A
ning so anyone interested should
will start Tuescorner. His face was so red that University class
15,
see the moderator or one of the
and an intermeday,
October
stopthe drivers thought he was a
officers immediately.
light and they were patiently wait- diate and advanced class Thursday, October 17th.
ing for him to turn green.
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COLLEGE
DANCING
CLASSES

SPECTATOR CALENDAR
Mixer

Just Started
CLASS SCHEDULE
Tango,
1.
Rumba and Conga, Mondays.
2. Beginners,Tuesdays.
3. Intermediate and Advanced, Wednesdays.
Seattle's Most Popular
Dancing School

Friday, Oct. 18th
Wednesday, Oct. 23, 7:30 p.m
Wednesday, Oct. 23, 7:45 p.m
Wednesday, Oct. 23, 8:00 p.m
Thursday, Oct. 24,a.m
Thursday, Oct. 24, 8:00 p.m.

Mendel
Meeting,
Room 6
Forum
Meeting,
35
Room
Mendel
1
Meeting,
Room
Gavel Club
Spectator Issue
Drama Guild Meeting,

Providence Auditorium
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HOLLYWOOD

DANCE STUDIOS
4332 I'niverxity Way
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Catholic Supply House
1904 4th Aye., Seattle
Rosaries, I'rayerbookH, etc.

STATIONERS

"

PRINTERS

1515 Second Avenue

" BOOKSELLERS

(Between Pike

and Pine)

Wodlinger Drugs

Style Crest Beauty Salon

Complete Fountain and

COMPLETE BEAUTY
SERVICE

Lunch Service
Madidon at Minor
Seattle
MAin 7575

Open Kvenings
MA. 1009
1009 lt<>i,n Aye.
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